
7/105 
Dear Howard. 

in today's heavy mail there is your note of the 16th. the Kelley/Carolyn letter and the pie= on RAAs which I'll read with care later, 
As I expected.. it having been clearly signalled, the judge ruled against 1004 of the evidence and against as and rewrote the law while charging= with =gentle-manly conduct is proving perjury and ignoring the repetitious perjury. We have ordered the transcript. I expected what he did the first! sheen= I had to observe him but not the extreme to which be did it. In the and that may be belga/. I did get what is prepresented as all the SAAB stuff. It can't be but for the moment there is nothing you should do about it. The best bet is to tarry this case through =dwell do it. Somehow, that led 
We lave a record nobody can duplicate. Rhode we in the and not prevail ask to be heard by Congress. But that is far ahead. 
I know their backstop position and I'm waiting for it lime win at sone stage and they do not areeele 

Mere are  several seentsches to Kelley without doing the legal research. One is practise, that the FBI did not withhold handwritten statements but made than freely available. (Do not specify.) Another is that they made changes in same of these statements without indioating they bad made changes to the WO. Still another 10 that these handwritten statameats have been widely published, in facsimile without any such protest as the FBI, now registers. 0111 another is that the FB/ reports are contradictory to what Bre. Arnold's affidavit says, therefore the integroty of the FBI is involved and you would hope ha would be anxious to resolve any doubt an this score. Still another is that they were the agents of the Coreedseion and it ispoeed no such restriction. And that there is no provision of the law authorising; it. There is in this case a direct contradiction and with the FBI's history of altering these statements you feel that the FBI's interest and that of truth as well as Mrs. Arnold's should impel him to resolve this question, particularly because you rimmed the inference that you would undertake to counterfeit her signature as an newarranted slander. If you can do it without being offeamseve yourself I'd note that in all these years after all theme facsimile some reprodletions of so muceLhadnwritine no ouch allegation ban ever bemused°. Perhaps that it comes with partidularly poor grace frau the FBI when there were many such pages thatewere leaked when the FBI had the originals, Toe oouid go farther and. Bey them had to investigate, found that some of thieves done for correeredal and perm:nal profit and then once it had proven this filed no charges. (It was, naturally. with LLO's stuff and for prejudicial But I do have the reports.) I'd lean onhimbeavily but politely. Ile glad you are doing thee. loa may recall that I started to and wasn't able to carry it through. 
One of the advantages of this approadh is the education it may give Kelley and others new to thiserea. If the want to learn. I do it with affidavits all, the time it helps makes a record. 

When you are here again I think you'll want to go over the complete files in the last two suite. Ton are pertly familiar with next to the lest from IV. We vent a little farthur this time. And held womb back for new charges before the court of appeals. There is the recoemendation of itu earlier panel, you met recall. 
I on as anxious as I can be to keep the 	as detected as possible. 

eetile. 


